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Background

Results

▪ Spatial neglect is a debilitating neurocognitive disorder characterized by

▪ A total of 215 patients were included in the analysis.
➢ The median age was 68 years (IQR 58-77).
➢109 patients (50.7%) were female.
➢The median duration between brain injury onset and admission was

failure or slowness to respond or initiate action to the space contralateral
to the injured hemisphere. It has a reported prevalence of 30% after
stroke and traumatic brain injury, and is associated with greater disability,
increased fall risk, and decreased likelihood of community reintegration.

▪ Prism adaptation treatment (PAT) is a promising intervention for spatial
neglect, currently recommended to be delivered at ten sessions over
fourteen days. However, there is no direct evidence supporting this
dosage frequency's impact on rehabilitation outcomes.

Objective
To examine the hypothesis that PAT administered at or above the
recommended frequency during inpatient rehabilitation leads to higher
rehabilitation efficiency, in comparison to PAT administered below the
recommended frequency.

Methods
▪ A retrospective chart review was conducted on patients identified with
spatial neglect who completed 8-12 PAT sessions.

8 days (IQR 5-13).
➢194 patients (90.2%) had sustained a stroke, and the remaining had
another type of brain injury.

▪ 89 patients (41.4%) received PAT at the recommended frequency or
higher (Group A), and 126 (58.6%) had PAT less than the recommended
frequency (Group B).
➢There was no group difference in age, sex, onset-to-admission
duration, or etiology.

▪ As shown in the Table below, Group A had higher Total FIM
efficiency, Motor FIM efficiency and Cognitive FIM efficiency,
compared to Group B.

▪ The outcome measures were three indicators of rehabilitation efficiency,
defined as FIM ® change from admission to discharge divided by the
length of stay measured in days, including Total FIM efficiency, Motor
FIM (mFIM) efficiency, and Cognitive FIM (cFIM) efficiency. Medians and
Unit Name
interquartile
ranges (IQR) were reported.

✓ Patients who received at or above the recommended
frequency of 8-12 PAT sessions demonstrated better
rehabilitation efficiency, compared to those who
received lower than the recommended frequency with
a small effect size.

✓ This was found in two of the three outcome measures
based on FIM, Total FIM efficiency and Motor FIM
efficiency.

✓ Additional studies, including large-scale prospective
randomized trials, are needed to replicate these
findings and evaluate the extent to which PAT at the
recommended frequency leads to other improved
rehabilitation outcomes.

▪ All the group comparisons resulted in small effect sizes (indicated by r
based on the U test result). The comparisons in Total FIM efficiency and
Motor FIM efficiency reached statistical significance, while the
comparison in Cognitive FIM efficiency did not reach significance.

▪ Based on the recommended PAT frequency (0.714; i.e., ten sessions
over fourteen days), we stratified patients into:
➢Group A: received recommended or higher PAT frequency
➢Group B: received less than recommended PAT frequency
▪ To examine the a priori hypothesis, a non-parametric group comparison
was performed between group A and Group B, using a Mann Whitney Utest on each outcome measure.

Conclusions

Group
A: ≥ Recommended
frequency (n = 89)
B: < Recommended
frequency (n = 126)
Effect size of group
difference

FIM
efficiency
1.70 (0.95 – 2.42)
1.19 (0.74 – 1.76)

Motor FIM
efficiency

Cognitive FIM
efficiency

1.11 (0.67 – 1.44) 0.25 (0.13 - 0.37)
0.76 (.5 – 1.2)

0.18 (0.11 - 0.28)

r = 0.19, p = 0.004* r = 0.21, p = .002* r = 0.16, p = 0.019

* Denotes significance at the alpha of 0.017 to minimize Type-I error
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